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Abstract

In this work we present a proof-theoretical justification for IT by means of the logical system Intersec-
tion Synchronous Logic (ISL). ISL builds equivalence classes of deductions of the implicative and conjunctive
fragment of NJ. ISL results from decomposing intuitionistic conjunction into two connectives: a synchronous
conjunction, that can be used only among equivalent deductions of NJ, and an asynchronous one, that can be
applied among any sets of deductions of NJ. A term decoration of ISL exists so that it matches both: the IT
assignment system, when only the synchronous conjunction is used, and the simple types assignment with pairs
and projections, when the asynchronous conjunction is used. Moreover, the proof of strong normalization prop-
erty for ISL is a simple consequence of the same property in NJ and hence strong normalization for IT comes
for free.

1 Introduction

The intersection type assignment system (IT) [4] is a deductive system that assigns formulae (built
from the intuitionistic implication→ and the intersection ∩) as types to the untyped λ-calculus. IT has
been used as an investigation tool for a large variety of problems like, for example, characterizations of
the strongly normalizing λ-terms [11].

The main goal of this work is to give a proof-theoretical justification to IT. 1 To this aim a basis step
is to clarify, within a pure logical system, the difference between the connectives intersection (∩) and
intuitionistic conjunction (∧), by imposing constraints on the use of the logical and structural rules of
intuitionistic logic.

Recall that derivations of IT form a strict subset of derivations of the implicative and conjunctive
fragment of Intuitionistic logic (NJ), in the sense that the λ-terms to which IT gives types to are used as
meta-theoretical modalities. More specifically, for every Π : Γ `IT M : σ of IT, the term M records
where →-introductions and eliminations are used inside Π. Then the intersection can be introduced
only between formulae typing the same term. Hence the rule for the introduction of the intersection
(∩I) can be seen, roughly speaking, as a “mistaken decoration” of the rule for the introduction of the
conjunction (∧I) of NJ, where pairs are forgotten:

Γ ` N : σ Γ ` M : τ
Γ ` (M,N) : σ ∧ τ

(∧I)
Γ `IT M : σ Γ `IT M : τ

Γ `IT M : σ ∩ τ
(∩I)

In order to evidence, at the level of λ-terms, the difference between the usual conjunction ∧ of NJ
and the intersection ∩ of IT, we start by defining a non standard decoration for NJ (called NJr) that
has explicit structural rules and where the original conjunction ∧ is split into two conjunctions ∩ and
&, in the spirit of Linear Logic [6]. Note that this decomposition cannot be expressed directly inside
NJ without collapsing ∩ and &.

From NJr, we build ISL (Intersection Synchronous Logic), a logical system that internalizes this
decomposition, maintaining explicit the structural rules. The rules of ISL inductively build equivalence
classes of NJ proofs. The basis of the inductive definition is any set of relevant axioms. The inductive

∗Work supported by CNPq and FAPEMIG.
1This goal sounds very much alike, for example, to the one of giving a proof-theoretical characterization of linear func-

tions. To that purpose one could use λ-terms with exactly a single occurrence of every free and bound name. However,
proof-theoretically equivalently, the same set, under the “derivations-as-programs” analogy, is characterized by a deductive
system of second order propositional logic without weakening and contraction.
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steps, represented by the rules of ISL, preserve the structural invariant as follows: (A) →-introduction
and elimination must be applied synchronously on all the components of a set of already equivalent
deductions; (B) weakening must be applied synchronously on all the assumptions of the judgments of
already equivalent deductions of NJ; (C) the order of assumptions matters as far as two derivations must
be declared structurally equivalent, or not. So the explicit use of the exchange rule is required. Without
the careful management of structural equivalences, ISL would collapse to NJ— see Subsection 4.1 for
a better understanding of the role played by structural rules in this setting.

Given the notion of equivalence classes above, the intersection operator of IT becomes a conjunction
of ISL that can be introduced only between the components of a given class. That conjunction is dubbed
as synchronous, to recall that it can be applied only on formulae built in a synchronous way.

We should conclude by saying that the present work gives a complete proof-theoretical justification
for IT since ISL: (i) highlights the role of structural rules to delineate IT inside intuitionistic logic;
(ii) reinterprets the intersection operator ∩ of IT in terms of an operator that can be used among sets
of structurally equivalent deductions of intuitionistic logic; (iii) reformulates the tree structures that IL
[14] required in order to characterize IT. The reformulation is in terms of (simultaneous) logical and
structural operations on the equivalence classes. Finally, ISL is technically good, since it enjoys strong
normalization and sub-formula properties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls the implicative and conjunctive
fragment of Intuitionistic Logic (NJ) and introduces the system NJr, a refinement of the standard dec-
oration for NJ. The Intersection Types Assignment System (IT), with explicit weakening and exchange
rules, is then introduced as a subsystem of NJr. Section 3 introduces ISL, which embodies all our in-
tuitions into a formal system. Section 4 formalizes how ISL, NJ and IT correspond. Also in this
section, we give a technical justification for the conditions on the explicit structural rules, required to
reformulate IT in terms of ISL. Section 5 proves that ISL is a good deductive system and describes the
behavior of the two ISL conjunctions with respect to the implication. Finally, Section 6 describes the
relationship between this and some related work.

2 Splitting the conjunction

In this section we first recall the implicative and conjunctive fragment of Intuitionistic Logic (NJ) in
natural deduction style. We then present NJr, a type assignment system based on the splitting of the
standard conjunction into two connectives, each one catching a particular aspect of its behavior. Finally,
the Intersection Types Assignment System (IT) will be presented as a subsystem of NJr.

Definition 1 ({∧ →}-FRAGMENT OF NJ) i) The formulae of the implicative and conjunctive frag-
ment of NJ are generated by the grammar: σ ::= a | σ → σ | σ ∧ σ, where a belongs to a
denumerable set of constants. As usual,→ is right-associative while ∧ is left-associative. Formu-
lae of NJ will be denoted by Greek small letters.

ii) We will denote by FNJ the set of formulae of NJ. A context is a finite sequence σ1,. . ., σm of
formulae. Contexts are denoted by Γ and ∆.

iii) The implicative and conjunctive fragment of NJ proves statements Γ `NJ σ, where Γ is a context
and σ a formula. The rules are in Figure 2. Π : Γ `NJ σ means that the deduction Π concludes
by proving Γ `NJ σ. Finally, `NJ σ shortens ∅ `NJ σ.

Note that the contraction rule is admissible. By somewhat abusing the name, NJ will always name
the implicative and conjunctive fragment of NJ.

NJr is a type assignment for λ-terms with pairs. It splits the original conjunction ∧ of NJ into two
conjunctions, depending on the form of the λ-terms M and N that could be typed by the premises
Γ `NJ σ and Γ `NJ τ . In particular, when the conclusion of the two premises is the type of the
same λ-term, it is possible to replace ∧ by a synchronous conjunction (∩) that keeps giving type to M ,
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σ `NJ σ
(A)

Γ `NJ σ

Γ, τ `NJ σ
(W )

Γ1, σ1, σ2,Γ2 `NJ σ

Γ1, σ2, σ1,Γ2 `NJ σ
(X)

Γ `NJ σ Γ `NJ τ

Γ `NJ σ ∧ τ
(∧I)

Γ `NJ σ ∧ τ

Γ `NJ σ
(∧El)

Γ `NJ σ ∧ τ

Γ `NJ τ
(∧Er)

Γ, σ `NJ τ

Γ `NJ σ → τ
(→ I)

Γ `NJ σ Γ `NJ τ

Γ `NJ σ → τ
(→ E)

Figure 1: The system NJ.

x : σ `NJr x : σ
(A)

Γ `NJr M : σ x 6∈ dom(Γ)
Γ, x : τ `NJr M : σ

(W )
Γ1, x : σ1, y : σ2,Γ2 `NJr M : σ

Γ1, y : σ2, x : σ1,Γ2 `NJr M : σ
(X)

Γ `NJr M : σ Γ `NJr M : τ

Γ `NJr M : σ ∩ τ
(∩I)

Γ `NJr M : σl ∩ σr

Γ `NJr M : σi
(∩Ei(i = l, r))

Γ `NJr M : σ Γ `NJr N : τ

Γ `NJr (M,N) : σ&τ
(&I)

Γ `NJr M : σl&σr

Γ `NJr πl(M) : σi
(&Ei(i = l, r))

Γ, x : σ `NJr M : τ

Γ `NJr λx.M : σ → τ
(→ I)

Γ `NJr M : σ → τ Γ `NJr N : σ

Γ `NJr MN : τ
(→ E)

Figure 2: The system NJr.

identical to N . Otherwise, the refinement of ∧ consists of the asynchronous conjunction (&) that gives
type to the pair (M,N).

Definition 2 (NJR) i) The grammar defining the set of formulae of NJr (FNJr ) is obtained from
that of Definition 1 by replacing the rule σ ::= σ ∧ σ by the following rules: σ ::= σ ∩ σ | σ&σ,
where ∩ and & are the synchronous and asynchronous conjunctions, respectively.

ii) A NJr-context is a finite sequence of pairs x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn that assigns formulae to variables
so that i 6= j implies xi 6≡ xj . By abusing the notation, NJr-contexts will be denoted by Γ. If
Γ = x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn, then dom(Γ) = {x1, ..., xn}.

iii) The terms of the λ-calculus (Λ) are defined by the following grammar:
M ::= x | λx.M | MM , where x belongs to a countable set of variables.
Terms of the λ-calculus with pairs (Λp) are obtained by adjoining to the previous grammar the
following terms: M ::= (M,M) | πl(M) | πr(M). As usual, terms will be considered modulo
α-conversion and application is left associative.

iii) NJr derives judgments Γ `NJr M : σ where M ∈ Λp, Γ is an NJr-context, and σ is a formula.
The rules of NJr are given in Figure 2. Π : Γ `NJr M : σ means that the deduction Π concludes
by proving Γ `NJr M : σ.

Intuitively, in NJr ∩ merges sub-deductions where → and & are introduced or eliminated in the “same
points”.

Formally, let e : FNJr −→ FNJ be defined as follows:

e(a) = a, e(σ → τ) = e(σ) → e(τ) e(σ&τ) = e(σ ∩ τ) = e(σ) ∧ e(τ)
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The function e can be extended to contexts in the obvious way:

e(x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn) = e(σ1), . . . , e(σn)

Moreover, let E be an erasure function from NJr-proofs to NJ-proofs, that erases all type information
from NJr-proofs and collapses the introduction and elimination rules of (∩) and (&) to the correspond-
ing rules for (∧).

The following theorem shows the relation between NJ and NJr:

Theorem 3 i) If Π : Γ `NJr M : σ then E(Π) : e(Γ) `NJ e(σ).
ii) If Π : Γ `NJ σ then there is a proof Π′ : Γ′ `NJr M : σ′ such that E(Π) = Π, e(Γ′) = Γ and

e(σ′) = σ.

Now we can define the Intersection Type Assignment System IT as a subsystem of NJr where only
synchronous conjunction is used.

Definition 4 (IT) i) The set FIT of types of IT is the subset of FNJr generated by the grammar:
σ ::= a | σ → σ | σ ∩ σ, where a belongs to a denumerable set of constants.

ii) The Intersection Type Assignment System IT proves statements of the shape: Γ `IT M : σ where
M is a λ-term, Γ is an IT-context, assigning types to variables, and σ is a type. The rules of the
system are the rules of NJr but (&I), (&El) and (&Er).
Π : Γ `IT M : σ means that the deduction Π concludes by proving Γ `IT σ.

We also notice that Curry’s type assignment for Λp can be seen as a sub-system of NJr, where only
the asynchronous conjunction is used.

3 The logical system ISL

The logical system ISL, that will be presented below, internalizes at the logical level the two different
behaviors of the conjunction, the synchronous and asynchronous one. The notion of molecule is the
one we use to obtain the result. A molecule is the technical tool to represent the equivalence classes,
informally described in the introduction.

Definition 5 i) Formulae of ISL are formulae of NJr. Contexts are finite sequences of such for-
mulae, ranged over by ∆,Γ.

ii) An atom is a pair (Γ;α), where Γ (the context) is a finite sequence of formulas. A,B will range
over atoms.

iii) A finite multiset of atoms, such that the contexts in all atoms have the same cardinality is called
a molecule. [A1, . . . ,An] denotes a molecule consisting of the atoms A1, . . . ,An. M,N will
range over molecules. ∪ is multiset union.

iv) ISL derives molecules by the rules given in Figure 3.
v) `ISL M denotes the existence of an ISL deduction rooted at M.

A molecule contains sets of deductions of NJ on which some building steps are performed syn-
chronously. On the other side, two different molecules are built asynchronously, and they can be
merged only through an introduction of the asyncronous conjunction or an elimination of the implica-
tion.

Making a parallel with the so called hypersequents, this means that the intersection is an internal
connective, while the conjunction and implication are external. More about the relationship between
molecules and hypersequents (in fact, with hyperformulae since ISL is in natural deduction style) can
be seen in Section 6.
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[(αi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(A) M∪N

M (P )

[(Γi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
[(Γi, αi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

(W )
[(Γi

1, βi, αi,Γi
2;σi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi
1, αi, βi,Γi

2;σi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(X)

[(Γi, αi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
[(Γi;αi → βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

(→ I)
[(Γi;αi → βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] [(Γi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(→ E)

[(Γi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] [(Γi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
[(Γi;αi&βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

(&I)
[(Γi;αL

i &αR
i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi;αk
i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

(&Ek(k = L,R))

M∪ [(Γ;α), (Γ;β)]
M∪ [(Γ;α ∩ β)]

(∩I)
M∪ [(Γ;αL ∩ αR)]
M∪ [(Γ;αk)]

(∩Ek(k = L,R))

Figure 3: The rules of ISL.

4 ISL, NJ and IT

This section states the formal correspondence between ISL, NJ and IT. This is done decorating proofs
of ISL by means of λ-terms. The decoration is similar to the one described in [14] and it is inspired
by the so called “Curry-Howard isomorphism”: every deduction Π is associated to a λ-term in order to
keep track of some structural properties of Π.

Note that this decoration is not standard: the λ-term associated to Π is untyped, and does not en-
code the whole structure of Π, but only the order of occurrences of the rules for the implication and
conjunction.

Definition 6 i) Let Γ ≡ β1, ..., βn be a context. A decoration of Γ, with respect to a sequence
of different variables x1, ..., xn, is (Γ)x1,...,xn ≡ x1 : β1, ..., xn : βn. The symbol s denotes a
sequence of pairwise distinct variables.

ii) Every Π that proves the molecule M = [(Γi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] can be decorated so that the result
is a type assignment that proves Ms : (M)s, where (M)s ≡ [((Γi)s;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r], and
Ms is a λ-term whose free variables FV(M) occur in the set corresponding to s. The decoration
procedure is inductively defined in Figure 4.

iii) `∗ISL Ms : (M)s denotes the existence of a decorated proof of ISL rooted at Ms : (M)s.

We remark that the decorations use a sequence s of variables, parametrically.
The next theorem, together with Theorem 3, proves that ISL is as powerful as NJ. Moreover, it

makes evident that a molecule represents a set of proofs of NJ, built synchronously. The proofs of this
and the next theorem are by induction on the derivations.

Theorem 7 (ISL AND NJ) Let M = [(Γ1;α1), . . . , (Γm;αm)]. Then `∗ISL Ms : (M)s if and only if
(Γi)s `NJr Ms : αi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

ISL can be proposed as the logic for IT, thanks to the following theorem:

Theorem 8 (ISL AND IT) i) Let M = [(Γ1;α1), . . . , (Γm;αm)], where αi and all types in Γi

belong to FIT, and let `∗ISL M : (M)s with M ∈ Λ, for some s . Then (Γi)s `IT M : αi.

ii) If (Γi)x1,...,xn `IT M : αi (i ∈ I), then `ISL [(Γi;αi) | i ∈ I].
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Corollary 9 IT collects the synchronous behavior of NJ.

Example 10 Consider the following derivations in IT, where δ = ((α → α) → (α → α))∩ (α → α):
Π1:

x : δ `IT x : δ
(A)

x : δ `IT x : (α → α) → (α → α)
(∩El)

x : δ `IT x : δ
(A)

x : δ `IT x : α → α
(∩Er)

x : δ `IT xx : α → α
(→ E)

∅ `IT λx.xx : δ → (α → α)
(→ I)

Π2:

y : α → α `IT y : α → α
(A)

∅ `IT λy.y : (α → α) → (α → α)
(→ I)

y : α `IT y : α
(A)

∅ `IT λy.y : α → α
(→ I)

∅ `IT λy.y : δ
∩I

Π:
Π1 Π2

∅ `IT (λx.xx)(λy.y) : α → α
(→ E)

The derivation Π corresponds, according to Theorem 8.ii), to the following proof in ISL:

[(δ; δ)]
(A)

[(δ; (α → α) → (α → α))]
(∩EL)

[(δ; δ)]
(A)

[(δ;α → α)]
(∩ER)

[(δ;α → α)]
(→ E)

[(∅; δ → (α → α))]
(→ I)

[(∅; δ)]
[(∅;α → α)]

(→ E)

where the molecule [(∅; δ)] has been built by the following proof:

[(α → α;α → α), (α;α)]
(A)

[(∅; (α → α) → (α → α)), (∅;α → α)]
(→ I)

[(∅; δ)] (∩I)

4.1 The role of the structural rules

In the literature there are many different styles to present intersection types assignment systems. Here
we want to consider a “minimal” version, in the sense that only the rules dealing with the two connec-
tives → and ∩ occur (while there are systems with various kinds of subtyping and eta-rules) and also
there is no universal type. The reason for this choice is clear, being this a foundational investigation,
and being these extra features not motivated from a logical point of view. But also in this minimal
version IT is usually presented in a different style, i.e. contexts are sets of pairs {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn},
and the three rules (A),(W ),(X) are replaced by:

(A)
x : σ ∈ Γ

Γ `NJ x : σ

The two formulations are equivalent. But the design of ISL, and consequently a logical account of IT,
needs explicit structural rules.

In fact, let ISL′ be defined from ISL by considering contexts as sets and by replacing the rules (A)
and (W ) by the axiom:

[(Γi ∪ {αi};αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(A′)
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Then the following molecules could be proved:

[({(α ∩ β) → γ};α → (β → γ))] and [({α → (β → γ)}; (α ∩ β) → γ)]

hence collapsing ∩ to ∧ (see also Section 5). This shows that implicit weakening cannot be used in the
definition of ISL.

On the other hand, let ISL′′ be defined from ISL by using contexts as sets (instead of sequences) but
maintaining the explicit weakening rule (thus still having a linear axiom). Then it would be possible to
derive:

[({α};α), ({β};β)]
[({α, β};α), ({β};β)]

(W )

[({α, β};α), ({α, β};β)]
(W )

[({α, β};α ∩ β)]
(∩I)

The proof above does not correspond to any derivation of IT. Indeed, let us assume the two atoms
({α, β};α) and ({α, β};β) represent the two judgments x : α, y : β `IT x : α and x : α, y : β `IT y :
β. They have the same context, being, however, labelled by different terms. So ∩ cannot be introduced.

Hence, in order to capture correctly the behavior of the intersection connective, we need both con-
texts as sequences and explicit structural rules.

5 Properties of ISL

In this section, we list the good properties that ISL has, like strong normalization and sub-formula.
Both proofs follow the method described in [14] showing that, in fact, these properties are inherited
from NJ. We also discuss the behavior of the two ISL conjunctions with respect to the implication.

Strong normalization. Let Π be a proof in ISL: a redex in Π is a sequence of rules beginning
with the introduction of a connective, followed by some (may be 0) applications of structural rules, and
followed by an elimination of the same connective. A proof is normal if it does not contain any redex.
By exploiting the relation between ISL and NJ, formalized in Theorem 7, we can prove:

Theorem 11 (STRONG NORMALIZATION) ISL is strongly normalizable.

Proof It is easy to see that (P ) can be eliminated and that the other structural rules can be moved up
from redexes, so they do not play a significant role in the normalization process. Consider a sequence of
normalization steps in ISL: Π1 → . . . → Πn. By Theorem 7, there is a one-to-many correspondence
between proofs in ISL and proofs in NJ. This means that the every redex of a derivation Πi in the
sequence above can be translated to redexes in NJ and the number of redexes of Πi is bounded by the
number of analogous redexes of any projection of Π in NJ. Hence the result follows from the fact that
NJ has the property of strong normalization.

The proof above shows how strong normalizability in ISL is a simple consequence of the same
property in NJ. This is, indeed, a very interesting result since strong normalization for IT comes for
free while most of the known proofs of this fact uses very complicated techniques, like the Tait-Girard
reducibility predicates [7, 15].

Sub-formula property. Sub-formulae in ISL are defined as follows:

Definition 12 (SUB-FORMULA) Let α be a formula of ISL. Then:
i. α is a sub-formula of α.

ii. If β � γ is a sub-formula of α, then so are β and γ for � ∈ {&,∩,→}.

Definition 13 (SUB-FORMULA PROPERTY) Let Π be a ISL derivation of the molecule [(Γi;αi) | 1 ≤
i ≤ r]. Π enjoys the sub-formula property, written sf(Π), if every formula appearing in Π is a sub-
formula of one of those occurring in Γi ∪ {αi}.
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Theorem 14 (SUB-FORMULA PROPERTY) Let Π be a ISL proof in normal form. Then sf(Π).

Proof The proof is an easy extension of the same property for NJ, given the relationship between NJ
and ISL described by Theorem 7.

The adjoint property. In NJ, the conjunction (∧) is the adjoint of the implication, that is, the
formulae:

(α ∧ β) → γ and α → (β → γ)

are isomorphic. The question that arises then is if the conjunctions of ISL (&,∩) also have this prop-
erty.

It is easy to see that the answer is yes for the asynchronous conjunction: the molecules

[(∅; (α&β) → γ)] and [(∅;α → (β → γ))]

are provable equivalent in ISL.
We can ask if there is a new connective ;, such that the synchronous conjunction ∩ is its left adjoint.

; would be a kind of synchronous version of the implication. We claim that a “natural” proposal for
such a connective does not exist.

6 Related work

The idea of studying the relationship between the intersection and intuitionistic conjunction connectives
is not new. In fact, this kind of discussion started with Pottinger’s observation [11] that ∩ does not
correspond to the traditional conjunction (this was later formally proved by Hindley [8]). This subject
was further motivated in [1, 2]. But still, the study of the behavior of these two connectives were always
restricted to type assignment systems.

The first attempt of giving a logical foundation for IT appears in [16], where a new type inference
system equivalent to IT was defined. This system, called TA∗

∧ avoids the traditional introduction
rule for the intersection, and the logic L∧ in a Hilbert-style axiom based formulation was proposed in
such a way that combinators in the type assignment system can be associated to logical proofs. This
approach is indeed very interesting, and it follows in many ways the ideas already in [11]. Still, the
intersection type inference is investigated in the context of combinatory logic instead of λ-calculus and
the presentation of the resultant logic is axiomatic. This work was further extended in order to support
also union types [5].

In [3], hyperformulae were used in order to obtain the logic HL presented in standard natural deduc-
tion style, hence abandoning the axiomatic framework. Molecules are very much alike hyperformulae,
the differences consisting in the fact that a context inside an atom (sequent) is a list of formulae (and
hence the ordering is crucial), the existence in HL of a distinguished formula ε (the empty formula)
and explicit substitutions. 2 This makes the syntax of HL more complicated than the one presented
here, but still easier to handle than kits appearing in [14] (see comment below).

Another approach on the logical foundation for IT is given in [14], where IL has been introduced.
Roughly speaking, ISL can be viewed as IL enriched with conjunction. But, although inspired in
this former work, the notation designed for ISL is completely different from that presented for IL,
where kits (i.e., trees labelled by formulae) where used in order to keep track of the structure of proofs.
The presence of trees introduces a beautiful geometry within the logical system, but at the same time it
makes the definition of derivations harder to manipulate, in the sense that it is necessary the introduction
of classes of equivalence between proofs in order to define valid derivations. It turns out that kits aren’t
really necessary: controlling the order of the leaves is enough in this case. That made it possible to
choose a much simpler approach based on molecules, where we don’t record the shape of proofs, but
only group the equivalent ones, step by step.

2This permitted the implication to become an internal connective as well.
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In any case, the logical systems proposed so far admit the presence of only one between intersection
and conjunction, giving the idea that it was impossible to mix them in the same setting. The main
contribution of this work is to present a logical system in natural deduction style in which conjunction
and intersection can be represented and hence making it possible to characterize, at the proof theoret-
ical level, the behavior of these two connectives. In this way, the intersection ∩ leaves the stigma of
being a truly proof-functional connective (as described in [10]) in order to become a connective with
synchronous behavior, contrasting with the asynchronous nature of the conjunction.

A logic for IT always gives, as sub-product, a typed version of Λ with intersection types, through a
complete decoration of proofs [13]. But typed versions of IT can be obviously defined following a non
logical approach: examples are in [9, 12, 17].
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• Π :
[(αi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m]

(A) ⇒
Mx ≡ x : [(x : αi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m]

(A∗);

• Π :
Π1 : [(Γi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi, αi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(W ) ⇒

Ms(Π1) : [((Γi)s;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] x /∈ dom(Γ)s

Ms,x(Π) ≡ Ms(Π1) : [((Γi)s, x : αi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(W ∗);

• Π :
Π1 : [(Γi

1, βi, αi,Γi
2;σi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi
1, αi, βi,Γi

2;σi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(X) ⇒

Ms1,y,x,s2(Π1) : [((Γi
1)

s1 , y : βi, x : αi, (Γi
2)

s2 ;σi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

Ms1,x,y,s2(Π) ≡ Ms1,y,x,s2(Π1) : [((Γi
1)

s1 , x : αi, y : βi, (Γi
2)

s2 ;σi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(X∗);

• Π :
Π1 : [(Γi, αi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi;αi → βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(→ I) ⇒

Ms,x(Π1) : [((Γi)s, x : αi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

Ms(Π) ≡ λx.Ms,x(Π1) : [((Γi)s;αi → βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(→ I∗);

• Π :
Π1 : [(Γi;αi → βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] Π2 : [(Γi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(→ E) ⇒

M1 : [((Γi)s;αi → βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] M2 : [((Γi)s;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

Ms(Π) ≡ M1M2 : [((Γi)s;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(→ E∗),

where M1 ≡ Ms(Π1),M2 ≡ Ms(Π2) ;

• Π :
Π1 : [(Γi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] Π2 : [(Γi;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi;αi&βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(&I) ⇒

Ms(Π1) : [((Γi)s;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r] Ms(Π2) : [((Γi)s;βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

Ms(Π) ≡ (Ms(Π1),Ms(Π2)) : [((Γi)s;αi&βi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(&I∗);

• Π :
Π1 : [(Γi;αl

i&αr
i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

[(Γi;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(&EX) ⇒

Ms(Π1) : [((Γi)s;αl
i&αr

i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]

Ms(Π) = πt(Ms(Π1)) : [((Γi)s;αi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r]
(&E∗

X)

where X ∈ {L,R}, and, if X = L then t = l else t = r;

• Π :
Π1 : M1

M2

(R) ⇒
Ms(Π1) : (M1)

s

Ms(Π) = Ms(Π1) : (M2)
s

(R∗)

where R ∈ {(∩I), (∩EL), (∩ER), (P )};

Figure 4: The decoration of ISL.
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